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1 
Our invention relates to electric lamps or sim 

ilar devices comprising a sealed envelope con 
taining a ?lament or other electric energy trans 
lation element mounted on lead-in wires project 
ing into the said envelope. More particularly, 
our invention relates to the compositionof such 
lead-in wires. 

It has. been found desirable in devices of this 
type to provide lead-in wires at least the surface 
of which consists of metallic aluminum, The alu 
minum has been found to substantially reduce 

7 discoloration or blackening of the envelope which 
normally occurs during operation of the device. 
In the well-known ?uorescent lamps, for instance, 
the discoloration appears as a heavy blackening 
at the ends of, the tubular envelope which is in 
ternally coated with white ?uorescent powder. 
Such use of aluminum has been found to also im 
prove the maintenance and the emciency of such 
lamps. ' ‘ 

The aluminum surface may be provided by 
making the lead wires of solid aluminum, but this 
has certain disadvantages since aluminum wire 
is di?icult to work with. An alternative which 
gives good results is to make the lead wires of 
another metal such as iron or deoxidized copper 
and provide them with a layer or coating of alu 
minum, for example by dipping them in, or brush- - 
ing them with an aluminum paint consisting of 
aluminum powder suspended in a Suitable binder 
such as a solution of nitrocellulose in amyl ace 
tate. However, this process has the drawback 
that it is not particularly well adapted to high 
speed automatic manufacture. 

It is therefore an object of our invention to 
provide a lead-in wire having an aluminum sur 
face which will improve lamp life, lumen main 
tenance and lamp end discoloration and which 
can be manufactured economically at high speeds. 
Another object is to provide such a wire consti 
tuting the inner lead section of a three-part butt 
welded conventional lead wire assembly which 
can be assembled by conventional methods on 
conventional high speed equipment. Another 
object is to provide such a. wire capable of being 
fabricated into a lamp on the ordinary high speed 
machinery used in that art without employing 
special precautions. 
A feature or our invention, whereby these ob 

' jectives are attained, is the provision of a com 
~ posite lead-in wire composed of a copper core and 
an outer sheath or-covering of'metallic aluminum 
with an intervening layer of a metal which pre 
vents alloying between the aluminum and the 
copper at elevated temperatures such as those 
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encountered during lamp making. Further fea 
tures and advantages of our invention will ap 
pear from the following detailed description of 

' species thereof. 
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In the drawing, Fig. 1 is an elevation of a form 
of gaseous electric discharge lamp embodying our 
invention; Fig. 2 is a perspective view, on an en 
larged scale of a mount structure at each end of 
the lamp; and Fig. 3 is a partially sectional eleva 
tion of a portion of an inner lead-in wire com~ 
prising the invention. 

Referring to the drawing, the lamp shown 
therein is generally representative of the well 
known ?uorescent lamps of low pressure mercury 
vapor positive column type. The lamp comprises 
an‘ elongated tubular envelope I of glass or the 
like having on its interior surface a coating 2 of 
?uorescent material such as, for example, man 
ganese-activated zinc beryllium silicate or mag 
nesium tungstate or mixtures thereof. The ends 
of the envelope are sealed by mounts such as 
shown in Fig. 2 and each comprising a glass stem 
3 through which extend lead-in wires 4, 4 between 

_ which is mounted a thermionic activated electrode 
' 5 which may be a coiled or coiled-coil ?lament 

of tungsten wire coated with an electron emissive 
material such as one or more of the oxides of 
alkaline earth metals likebarium or strontium. 
One of the stems may be provided with the usual 
exhaust tube 6. The envelope may be filled with 
a rare gas at a pressure of a few millimeters, for 
example argon at about 2 to 5 mm. pressure, and 
a small amount of mercury 1. Such lamps are 
ordinarily operated at a current density such as 
to result in a mercury vapor pressure of the order 
of magnitude of 10 microns. 
Each of the lead-in wires 4 usually consists of 

three butt-welded sections, including an outer 
lead 8 usually of copper, a short press lead 9 con 
sisting of a copper-sleeved nickel-iron core, and 
an inner lead Ill. The inner leads iii are here 
shown as of the form disclosed and claimed in - 

, the Flaws Patent 2,312,245, which is assigned to 
the same assignee as the present application, 
wherein intermediate portions of the inner leads 
ID are shaped to form hooks ll clamped around 
the ends of the ?lament 5 and the extremities of 
the leads are bent to extend parallel to the ?la~ 
ment to constitute anode portions l2. ' 
According to our invention the inner leads m 

are composed of a copper core l3, an outer sleeve 
or sheath I‘ of metallic aluminum, and an in 
termediate layer l5 preferably of nickel. It has 
been found that if a sheath of aluminum is ap 
plied directly to the copper core the heat of stem 
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making (i. e., sealing the leads 4, 4 into the press 
portion it of the stem 3) apparently causes an 
alloying of the copper and aluminum, which pro 
duces a lead so brittle that it breaks at the press 
I 6 upon bending of the leads. Examination of 
the broken ends shows no evidence of the original 
copper core. However, the presence of the inter 
vening layer of nickel I! has been found to pre 
vent such alloying. Although nickel is preferred 
for the layer l5, use may be made of other bright 
metals that do not oxidize readily and have a 
melting point above about 1000° C., such as, for 
example, platinum. chromium, rhubidium and 
zirconium. 

Successful results have been obtained with 25 
mil aluminum clad, nickel-plated deoxidized 
copper core wires drawn down from a core of .080 
inch copper wire plated with a .0025 inch thick 
layer of nickel and enclosed in an aluminum tube 
01" .028" wall thickness. Good results may also 
be obtained by drawing down a smaller copper 
core of .050 inch diameter with a heavier plating 

- of nickel and smaller aluminum tubing of .125 
inch outside diameter. The nickel may be ap 
plied as a sleeve, if desired, rather than a plating. 
This combination drew down very well and re 
quired no annealing until the diameter of 25 mils 
was reached. 
In ?nished wires the copper core measured 11 

mils in diameter, the nickel coating was about 1.4 
and 1.5 mils thick, and the aluminum layer was 
about 5.3 and 5.8 mils thick. While the inter 
mediate layer of nickel or other metal can be 
made too thin for good results it seems that 
it might be reduced to as low as 0.5 mil and still 
prove satisfactory in lamp making on high speed 
equipment. The thickness of the aluminum outer 
layer is not too critical. Moreover, we may use 
composite inner lead wires of other diameters 
in the range of 10 to 30 mils on the high speed 
equipment. 
Comparative tests have shown that lamps with 

such leads possess advantages of substantially less 
end blackening, better maintenance of light out 
put during life, and longer life, as compared with 
lamps having leads of material such as iron and 
nickel. 
What we claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent of the United States is: 
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4 
1. An electrical device comprising a sealed 

envelope, a ?lament therein, and lead-in wires 
comprising an inner portion located within said 
envelope and connected to said ?lament, said 
inner lead-in wires comprising a drawn composite 
wire consisting of a copper core and an outer 
layer of aluminum with an intervening layer of 
nickel. 

2. An electrical device comprising a sealed 
envelope, a ?lament therein, and lead-in wires 
comprising an inner portion located within said 
envelope and connected to said ?lament, said in 
ner lead-in wires comprising a drawn composite 
wire consisting oi.’ a copper core and an outer 
layer of aluminum with an intervening layer of 
a bright metal which is not readily oxidized and 
which has a melting point above about 1000° C. 

3. A sectional lead-in wire for electric lamps 
and similar devices comprising an outer section 
of copper, an intermediate section adapted to 
seal to glass and consistingr of a copper-sheathed 
nickel-iron core wire, and an inner section of 
drawn composite wire consisting of an aluminum 
clad copper core with an intervening layer of 
nickel to prevent alloying of said aluminum with 
said copper upon heating thereof during fabrica 
tion of the lamp. 

PAUL B. JORDAN. 
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